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Tsurumi aeration systems EN 12255-15 tested
The new standard replaces older standards and unifies them under one common directive.
Daniel Weippert, General Manager for Tsurumi Europe, says the testing was a challenging
but worthwhile exercise.
"We began our testing of equipment to this new standard at the earliest possible
opportunity to ensure there would be no confusion or misunderstanding among our
customer base," he says. "Our customers want to know that when they buy from Tsurumi
they are getting the very latest equipment both in terms of technology and in terms of
regulation. This was an expensive and time-consuming exercise on our part but we are
proud to be among the first to have all our equipment correctly tested."
To conform to EN 12255-15 equipment needs to have its oxygen transfer rates measured
under defined standard conditions. These conditions specify that the oxygen should pass
through an aeration tank filled with clean water. The water should be at a temperature of
20˚C and at sea level altitude (atmospheric pressure of 1 atm).
The testing of the new Tsurumi aeration equipment was performed over a period of more
than two years. To be absolutely certain that it conformed to the high European standards,
Tsurumi built a new and innovative testing ground at its factory in Kyoto, Japan. The new
facility includes a purpose-built testing-basin with changeable dimensions up to a size of 10
m by 10 m and a maximum depth of up to 6 m.
Not all manufacturers of aeration systems are publishing their oxygen input rates according
to the new EN-norm and this is causing confusion says Daniel Weippert.
"Oxygen input rates measured according to older standards are often much higher than
those taken in accordance with EN 12255-15," he says. "So it may appear that a particular
system has an input advantage over another system. This means the onus falls on
customers to make sure when they are specifying aeration equipment that it is tested to
EN12255-15. Testing this way is the only true way to compare different systems and
different manufacturers."
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Tsurumi è uno dei produttori di pompe con maggiore esperienza al mondo. Nella moderna sede di Kyoto, la
produzione annua globale di pompe a immersione di Tsurumi è superiore a quella di qualsiasi altro produttore
di pompe. La gamma Tsurumi attualmente include più di 1800 diversi modelli di pompe: a semi-vortice, a
vortice, anti-ostruzione, fresatura, per cantieristica e drenaggio, per acque nere e reflue, per aeratori e soffiatori,
per unità di decantazione e skimmer per rimozione della schiuma. Tsurumi opera su scala mondiale grazie
all'ampia rete di rivenditori in Europa, America del Nord e del Sud, Asia, Australia e alcune zone dell'Africa.
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